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GOOD BEHAVIOUR GAME 

Keeping 30 children on task in a classroom can be difficult. 

Many children engage in disruptive behaviours, for in-

stance, calling out, talking to friends, being out of their 

seat (wandering around class or sitting on tables) and 

making other noises (singing, whistling, etc.). The Good 

Behaviour Game (GBG) has been proven to be an effective 

intervention for classrooms to promote good behaviour 

(on task behaviours). The intervention is an interdepend-

ent group contingency. The class is split into teams and 

each team will incur points every time a rule is broken. A 

rule could be any disruptive behaviour, decided by the 

teacher. The team with the least number of points and/or 

below a points maximum is the winner. Both teams could 

win if they have less than the maximum. Rewards for win-

ning could be stickers, special activities or extra playtime.  

The GBG was first used in 1967. The intervention was de-

veloped and implemented by Muriel Saunders  (teacher), 

Harriet Barrish (graduate student) and Montrose Wolf  

(professor and renown Behaviour Analyst). They pub-

lished their results in 1969. They noted that previous 

studies had used unnatural reinforcers and the purpose of 

the GBG focused on naturally occurring reinforcers. Dur-

ing this initial study one classroom of 24 children played 

the GBG during one lesson (maths) and then in an addi-

tional lesson (reading).  There were 11 rules that the chil-

dren had to follow surrounding out of seat behaviours 

and talking out of turn. Each time a child engaged in one 

of the behaviours, their team incurred one point. The 

team with the least points or lower than the 10 points 

(points maximum) in maths and then reduced to 5 points 

for reading was considered the winners. This meant both 

teams could win. The results showed that playing the 

game “significantly and reliably modified the disruptive 

out-of-seat and talking-out behavior of the stu-

dents” (Barrish et al 1969).   

Many studies have replicated the successful implementa-

tion of the GBG. One study, conducted in 1973, aimed to 

investigate which parts (components) of the intervention 

were necessary for success. This study was run following 

a similar method to the Barrish et al (1969) study, and the 

reward for winning was extra playtime at the end of the 

school day (early dismissal). One of the components that 

was analysed was the early dismissal so children still re-

ceived points and a team was still announced as the win-

ner, however there was no extra playtime. This had a re-

duction of out-of-seat and talking behaviours, although 

the reduction was minimal. Harris & Sherman (1073) also 

investigated whether changing the points maximum 

would affect behaviour. During this the points maximum 

was changed to 8, 4, then to 8 again, then back to 4. The 

results showed that behaviours matched the points maxi-

mum, therefore more points were incurred by teams dur-

ing the 8 point maximum phase. Also the authors elimi-

nated the team aspect and the whole class incurred 

points and had to receive less than the points maximum 

to win. As a class team there was still a reduction in dis-

ruptive behaviours, but again smaller than the original 

intervention. The  only component that resulted in the 

same significant reduction when removed is the points 

being written on the board, instead being written dis-

creetly by the teacher. Not having immediate feedback 

on their behaviour still reduced behaviour when all other 

components were consistent. This study did also look at 

the accuracy of the worksheets completed by children 

during the GBG. The game promotes on-task behaviours 

by allowing a better working environment (quieter, etc.) 

and the authors found that the work completed to be 

more accurate. This did not mean the children answered 

more questions correctly though, just fewer answered 

incorrectly. The authors write “combined results of previ-

ous studies and the present one have not indicated a con-
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sistent or strong relationship between performance on 

academic materials and attention, study, and disruptive 

behaviors” (Harris & Sherman, 1973).   

A study was conducted recently that wanted to investigate 

the long term effects of GBG on high-risk sexual behav-

iours and drug abuse in adolescents. There is a relation-

ship between aggressive, disruptive classroom behaviours 

in children (as 

reported by 

teachers) and 

risky sexual be-

haviours and 

drug abuse in 

adolescents. The 

results from this 

study, conduct-

ed by Kellam et al (2014) demonstrated an impact on  high 

risk males involved in the study. The GBG had little impact 

on children that were considered low risk (low risk males 

and females). This study has important implications in 

supporting the use of this intervention in schools as the 

long-term benefits could aid the prevention of STIs, un-

planned pregnancies and drug abuse and dependence 

disorders.  

The GBG is an extremely effective intervention that has 

been investigated by many researchers and has proven 

short term and long term benefits. Some criticisms of the 

GBG is that it focuses on the absence of undesirable be-

haviours as opposed to teaching and promoting desirable 

behaviours. This may be the reason there was no relation-

ship between accuracy of academic tasks following the 

GBG. Also there was some criticisms about children who 

won teasing the losing team, or children on the losing 

team being disgruntled by having a child that frequently 

disrupted the class being on their team. This issue could 

be eliminated by the class playing as a team. Despite these 

limitations the GBG is extremely easy to implement and 

the early dismissal was considered an easy reinforcer to 

use and was considered a more natural reinforcer. 
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EVENTS 

Ambitious about Autism have announced many new 

dates for 2015. Be sure to go to their webpage to find 

out more and see all available dates. 

Jigsaw School are offering numerous workshops and 

open mornings for professionals and parents.  There 

are a variety of dates available so please go to their 

website to find out more. 

Peach are offering many courses across 2015.  Courses 

are typically £65 per day (two day workshop costs 

£130). For more information regarding these (held at a 

Manchester or Ascot location), then please go to their 

page.  

The 4th CBA/QUART Conference will be happening on 

the 6th of November in Belfast. There is a great line-up 

of speakers confirmed, however there is more infor-

mation to be released so it is definitely worth checking-

out. Go to the Facebook page for more information 

and to keep up-to-date  

The Applied Behavior Analysis Centre are offering 

many webinars to  parents and professionals. Each 

month you can view a different variety of webinars. 

They cost around $135 (£87) each. To find out more, 

click here. 

Mary Lynch Barbera is offering a great online course 

covering 5 units. There is currently a waiting list for the 

next phase which should occur in Autumn 2015. To find 

out more and sign up for the next phase click here. 

ABA Easy Steps are running a workshop entitled 

“Beyond the Discrete Trial: Advanced Learner Reper-

toires” lead by Steve Ward MA, BCBA. This will be on 

the 24th October between 9:00-17:00, in Acton. It 

costs £70 to attend and CEUs are available. Click here 

to find out more and to book your place online. 

Focus Manchester are running a workshop for parents 

and professionals titled “Seven steps to Social Compe-

tency”. This will be run on the 28th of October in Bol-

ton. The cost for parents is £38.45 and professionals 

can get an early bird price before the 30th of Septem-

ber of £63.65 (£76.25 there after). Click here to find 

out more and book your place. 

UK SBA are running two workshops on November 12th 

and 13th. The workshop is being run by Pat Friman PhD 

ABPP and discusses Mainstream Behaviour Analysis.  

Delegates can choose to attend both days or one day 

to find out more information go to the UK SBA website. 

Price for  members for two days is £150.  
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Remember to contact us at our email account  

busyanalyticalbee@gmail.com and like our Facebook page 

and Twitter page @AnalyticalBee 

Next month we will be looking at the Overcorrection, so be 

sure to subscribe so you receive the next exciting  edition.  

To subscribe email ‘SUBSCRIBE’ to our email account. 
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NET IDEAS  

Memory games are great way to test memory and gener-

alise visual performance skills. You can use 3 or more 

identical pictures and lay them flat down in an array and 

take turns (play, 13b*) to turn two cards over to see if 

they match (1VP-MTS 8c*). You can also use words to 

match to pictures of the corresponding item to support 

reading (reading 13b, 15M*). If you make the cards your-

self then you can personalise the game to include targets 

from your child’s programme. When a pair is matched 

there is an opportunity for your client to label (tact) the 

picture (Tact 6M*) or for conversation (intraverbals (†IV)) 

around the pictures, for example for a picture of cat “A cat 

says….?” or “Cat, dogs and cow are types of..” or “what 

animals do you like?” (†IV 6a, 12c, 10d respectively).  

*Sundberg, M. L. (2008) Verbal behavior milestones assessment and 

placement program: The VB-MAPP. Concord, CA: AVB Press. 1VP-

MTS: Visual Performance Match-to-Sample. †IV Intraverbals  

STUDY TIPS 

There are lots of pages on Facebook. If you have a Fa-
cebook account, I recommend you join some ABA pag-
es. Some pages or groups are specific for students and 
people regularly share questions. This is a great way to 
revise and test your knowledge. Good Luck testers! 

TERMINOLOGY 

We will be looking at different reinforcement schedules 

and the patterns of responding. Fixed schedules re-

quires reinforcement to be delivered at a set time or 

number of responses and  variable is an average 

PRODUCTS 

This month we have a wish list that shows many prod-

ucts for imaginative play. Imaginative play is an im-

portant play skill that typically develops around the age 

of 2. All these products are great for children who are 

developing or expanding their imaginative play. Click 

here to see it now and gather some ideas! 

PEOPLE WHO INSPIRE US 

John Broadus Watson had an important influence on ABA as 

he founded Behaviourism. He was born on the 9th of Janu-

ary, 1878, in South Carolina. Watson, although was a difficult 

student, obtained a masters degree from Furman University. 

He then went to University of Chicago to study philosophy. 

This was really important for Watson as his lecturers on this 

course influenced his later career. In 1913 , Watson pub-

lished his book ‘Psychology as the Behaviourist sees it’. This 

book is sometimes called ‘The Behaviourist Manifesto’ and 

discussed his behaviourist position. He described it as a 

“purely objective experimental branch of natural sci-

ence” (Wikipedia) and emphasised the importance of exter-

nal behaviours and reactions, not internal, mental states. 

Originally Watson disagreed with some other theorists , like 

Pavlov and Thorndike, although later he began to appreciate 

these theories. In 1920 Watson conducted his famous ‘Little 

Albert’ experiment. He was famously quoted to say: "Give 

me a dozen healthy infants, well-formed, and my own speci-

fied world to bring them up in and I'll guarantee to take any 

one at random and train him to become any type of specialist 

I might select-….”. He died, aged 80 years old, in New York. 

Wikipedia: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_B._Watson 

The first response after a set time  

is reinforced. This causes a scal-

loped effect with responding. 

 

The first response after an average 

length of time is reinforced. This 

causes a even pattern of respond-

ing. 

 

Reinforcement delivered after a 

set number of responses. This 

pattern of responding highlights a 

post reinforcement pause. 

 

Reinforcement delivered after an 

average number of responses. This 

reinforcement schedule highlights 

the highest rate of responding. 

This schedule is used typically in 

teaching within ABA programmes.  
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